College and Career Crossword
ACROSS
1. Geraldo likes helping younger kids learn about fitness. He wants to be a gym ________.
2. Rachel spends lots of time_____books. She wants to be an author.
3. Wyatt has a great deal—he'll serve his country for a few years, and then he'll go to college for free! He's joining the______!
4. Emily loves science, especially learning about plants. She wants to earn a bachelor's degree in biology and become a_____.
5. Tiana is good at taking care of her little brother when he's sick or hurt. She would make a great _____.
6. Josiah wants to learn how to lay bricks in a wall. During his_____ he'll learn his trade, take classes, and get paid!
7. Flora grows all kinds of flowers in her garden. She's planning to earn an associate degree and become a_____.
8. Ricky loves being in charge of group projects at school. He wants to earn a bachelor's degree in business and become a ___ of a busy store.

DOWN
1. Cierra is going to Indiana University for a four-year________degree.
2. Carlos' favorite subject is ___. Since he's so good with numbers, he wants to be a financial analyst and help people invest their money.
3. Kate helps her mom on the computer and is good at figuring out computer programs. She would make a good computer_______.
4. Dylan is planning to attend Ivy Tech for two years and major in information technology. He'll earn an________degree.
5. Myla loves history! She is planning to attend Ball State University to become a history professor. She will need a______degree, which will take eight or more years.
6. Stuart likes being outside and working with his hands. He's also interested in electricity. He would enjoy an apprenticeship to become an_____.
7. Sophie can't drive yet, but she helps her uncle fix cars. She could get an associate degree to become a_______.
8. Vince loves to build things. He wants to get a bachelor's degree from Purdue University to become an_________.
9. Kendra volunteers at the animal shelter. She hopes to earn a doctorate degree and become a_______.
10. Roger is earning a bachelor's degree in chemistry. It will take him_____years.